
Manor Mayhem!

Highlights of the 
paper…

Great book list! By Megan P

Songs you should listen to! By Eve 

World book day 

costumes! By zoe 

10 Facts You Didn’t Know 

About Space! By Adelina L.
Pancake recipe you 

will love! By Lola 

and Eve!

Funny things to laugh 

at! By sapphire and 

evelyn



Is it a bird? Is it a plane?
No! It’s the second issue of the amazing Manor Mayhem! 

We have more fun, more puzzles, more news, more recipes 
and MORE EVERYTHING! We hope you enjoy it! :)
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World Book Day!
By eve, lola and zoe

Ah, World Book Day. That one day 

of the year which is completely 

dedicated to curling up in the library 

cubby holes and reading a good 

book . . . 

 Oh, and PUTT ING ON REALLY 

COOL COSTUMES AND 

PARADING AROUND THE 

SCHOOL!!

Take a look at some of The Manor’s 

awesome costumes: 
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Thing 1 + Thing 2! Awful auntie!

1



Having fun?

The very hungry 
caterpillar!

Fun times :D Nice costume 
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So many books!
Mrs Mentzel: GERALD 

Asterix and Obelix The Mad Hatter
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#PIGGY POWER

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No! It’s 
Mr Read and Mr Roberts!

Nice costumes, Pupil Librarians! 4



Culture Day!
This year, Culture Day was all about 

India!

Let’s take a look at one of the best days 
of the school year!

Thank you for organising it, Miss Ingram!

BOLLYWOOD!

Great designs!

Looking delicious, Mrs 
Duff!

MMM…
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The land of spices… literally!

Nice trousers, Miss Ingram!
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Remember if you see miss Ingram then          

say a big thank you to her for organising 

it all!



What Books Would Suit You?
By Megan P

● The One and Only Ivan: 
This Newbery Medal winner and New York Times bestseller is 
based on true events. It’s narrated by Ivan — a gorilla who has 
spent 27 years in a glass enclosure at a mall. He is used to 
humans and doesn’t miss home at all. Everything changes when 
he meets Ruby, a baby elephant who was taken from her home. 
Her arrival forces him to rethink his life and nature. Often, 
children aren’t aware of what we put animals through. 

● Sweep: The Story of a Girl and Her Monster:
In this book, a lonely orphan named Nan has no choice but to 
do tedious, unrewarding work as a chimney sweep. After she gets 
stuck in a chimney fire, she wakes to find she’s unharmed and no 
longer alone. A golem has joined her. Bonding because they’re 
outcasts, Nan and the golem come to rely on each other. It’s a 
beautifully written tale of an unlikely friendship. Your 
imagination will spark, and you’ll be able to explore what 
friendship means.
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What Other Books Would Suit You?
By Megan P
● Roller Girl

This awesome graphic novel is a Newbery Honor Winner and a 

New York Times bestseller. It’s a firm favorite in children’s 

literature. It follows 12-year-old Astrid, who does everything with 

her best friend, Nicole. Their friendship takes a bit of a knock 

when Astrid chooses roller derby and Nicole goes for dancing 

instead. Astrid now has to balance her new passion, 

deteriorating friendship, and struggles with school. This coming 

of age story is an excellent blend that speaks directly to kids. It 

touches on friendship, popularity and following your heart.

● Odd and the Frost Giants

I doubt Neil Gaiman needs any introduction. It just so happens 

that he has struck again. Odd is a young Viking who loses his 

father in a raid. After he gets hurt, he escapes into the woods. 

There, he finds (and frees) a trapped bear, not realising that he’s 

actually freeing a Norse God. With new and powerful friends, he 

helps restore balance to this world and Asgard. This imaginative 

story will introduce you to some of the world’s favorite legends. It 

also covers themes like loss, survival, and kindness.
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https://momlovesbest.com/graphic-novels-for-kids
https://momlovesbest.com/childrens-friendship-books


The Digital Leaders top tips on 
staying safe online

   

1. Don’t reply! This can sometimes make it 
worse.

2. Log off! If there are any more comments, 
seeing them will make you feel really bad.

3. Tell a trusted adult! This could be your 
teacher, a close relative, or your 
parent/guardian.

Make sure that you ask your parents 
how to take a screenshot so you can 

have evidence of bullying.
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Eve and Lola’s Kitchen Hour!
(Pancake Day edition)

INGREDIENTS:

1 medium avocado 

150ml whole milk 

1 egg 

120g white spelt flour 

25g cocoa powder

 25g caster sugar 

1 teaspoon bicarbonate of 
soda 

50g chocolate chips

1 tablespoon sunflower 

1 knob of butter
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1. Cut the avocado in half and 
remove the stone. Scoop out 
the flesh and mash to a puree 
with a fork. 

2. Pour the milk into a measuring 
jug, add the egg and the 
avocado and mix. Spoon the 
flour, cocoa powder, sugar and 
bicarbonate of soda into a 
bowl. 

3. Pour the milk mix onto the dry 
ingredients and stir together 
with a fork until combined. Stir 
in the chocolate chips. 

4. Heat a pancake pan or 
non-stick frying pan, add a 
drop of oil and melt a knob of 
butter in it. 

5. Cook 3–4 pancakes at a time 
over a gentle heat, using a 
tablespoon of batter for each 
one. Gently cook for a minute 
or two until bubbles start to 
appear on top, then flip over 
and cook on the other side for 
another minute. 

6. Serve the pancakes sprinkled 
with a little sugar and a few 
berries. 
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Storytime Club at The 
Manor!
By Eve and Zoe
Miss Ellard is hosting 
a story time club!
These are some 
quotes from members 
of the club:
“I like reading books and I want 
to be an author when I grow up” 
- Tamera

“I like making comic books so I 
decided to join” - Bella

“We either listen or read a story”

“ I really like drawing and I like 
rhyming”

You should definitely 
consider joining 
Storytime Club next 
term!
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What’s your perfect job?
Find out with this simple quiz!
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1.

How would your friends 
describe you?

a. Trendy
b. Smart
c. Sporty
d. Musical

2.

What’s your favorite 
subject?

a. Art and design
b. Biology
c. P.E
d. Music and Drama

 

3. 

What do you like to do 
for fun?

a. Doing a mini fashion 
show with your 
friends

b. Going to the science 
museum

c. Watching your 
favorite sports team

d. Going to a concert

4. 

Which of these celebrities 
are your favourite?

a. Victoria Beckham
b. Rosalind Franklin
c. Harry Kane
d. Ariana Grande

Answers at the back 
of the book! By Zoe 12



     
Question 1:

If you could have 
any power what 
would it be?

A. To tell the future
B. To spy on people
C. To control the 

weather

Question 2:

How are you around 
adults

A. Socially awkward
B. Quiet but 

interested

C.  Over-dramatic

Mostly b:
You are dolores
Mostly c:
You are peppa
Mostly a:
You bruno
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Question 3:

What do you like 
more in Encanto :

A. Rats
B. Mariano
C. Felix  



Spot Ellie the Elephant!
By Eve, Lola and Zoe 
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● What’s Eve holding?● What color is Zoe’s book?● What is the animal sitting on top of the cubbyhole? 

● What food is n
ear Ellie?

● What fru
it is 

here?

14

We hAVe hIDdeN ElLiE tHe ElePhANt WitHIn TheSE pHotOS! 
Can YOu sPOt Her IN alL Of TheM?



Spot Ellie the Elephant!
By Eve, Lola and Zoe 
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● Where are we?
● What is Eve leaning 

on?
● What colour is 

Lola’s shoe?

● What colour is 
Eve’s top?

● Where are we?

● What pattern is Lola’s 
waistcoat?

● What is Zoe wearing?

15



            
This page is dedicated to the spies 
who went and sabotage the enemy 
forces in WW2.

They were braver than any super 
hero. 

Did you know what these letters stand 
for?

SOE : Special operations executive

SIS/MI6 : Secret intelligence service

MI5: Military Intelligence 5
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SPIES IN WW2

By Thomas B

16



WARNING DO NOT TURN 
PAGE IF YOU
ARE UNDER 7

20
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★ Red lipped batfish
★ Blobfish
★ Aye Age
★ Goblin shark
★ Venezuelan poodle Moth 
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Have you ever heard of these weird 
animals? 

Red lipped 
batfish

By Flo S, Sapphire J and 
Evelyn R !

Aye Aye

Blob
Fish

18

The Pacu Fish



Cute animals…

❖ Glass frog
❖ Sea bunny
❖ Irrawaddy dolphin
❖ Giant panda
❖ Pika 
❖ New zealand fur seal
❖ Lesser short tailed bat
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By Flo S, Evelyn R and 
Sapphire J

                 

               Glass Frog

                         Sea Bunny

                                    
Irrawaddy dolphin
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● A full NASA suit costs $12,000,000! That’s about £8864220!
● It would only take you an hour to drive to space (if you’re obeying the speed 

limit, which is 50 miles per hour).
● Halley’s Comet won’t orbit past Earth again until 2061.
● There are more trees on Earth than stars in the Milky Way.
● More stars exist in the universe than there are grains of sand on Earth.
● Pluto is smaller than the USA.
● We know more about our Mars and our Moon than we know about the Earth’s 

oceans.
● Only 5% of the universe is visible from Earth.
● The Earth’s rotation is slowing slightly as time goes on.
● The closest galaxy to us is the Andromeda Galaxy - it’s estimated at 2.5 

million light years away.

20
 By Adelina L.



● Slugs have teeth, yes I know it’s slightly strange…
● Dwayne Johnson is scared of spiders!
● Some cats may be allergic to humans!
● High heels were originally worn by men!
● Stop signs used to be yellow!
● There is such thing as a chocolate pudding flavoured 

fruit!
● Toto the dog was once a cow!
● There is an annual coffee break festival!
● You can buy a flying bicycle!
● For 20 years, a cat served as a mayor for an Alaskan 

town! 
● A woman who lost her wedding ring found it 16 years 

later on a carrot in her garden.
● The inventor of pringles had his ashes put in a pringles 

can!
● Cotton candy was invented by dentists!
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Songs you should listen 
too
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Bad guy

Believer

Bad habits

Shivers

Don’t you wanna be evil

Roar

22
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● Vincent Van Gogh’s world-famous painting, The Starry 

Night, was painted in an asylum.

● The Mona Lisa was not famous until it was stolen.

● New Jersey features a spoon museum (I know, slightly 

strange, but why not?) 

● The Mona Lisa has her own mailbox in the Louvre because 

of all the love letters she receives.

● In 2003 street artist Banksy stuck his own work to the 

wall in the Tate Modern Museum, and people passing by 

thought, for a few hours, that it actually belonged 

there. 

By Adelina L.
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Save the planet!
Eco Club’s top tips on how to be 

environmentally friendly:

By Lola, Eve and 
Zoe!

Save plastic

● Recycle 
● Go litter picking
● Get reusable bags

Save energy

● Get an electric car
● Try going on buses
● Find sustainably sourced clothes

Save nature

● Plant trees
● Try not to use palm oil
● Eat less meat

24



Funny things to laugh at!!
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By Evelyn and Sapphire
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Yep, It’s another page of funny stuff…
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By Evelyn and Sapphire
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Hehehehehe. 
Yes…MORE!!!!!!!
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HI!

By Evelyn and Sapphire
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😅Yep… you said it…
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By Evelyn and Sapphire
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😶😀😂 and now, this 
is the end!

Sapphire and Evelyn
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colouring! 
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More colouring!
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More colouring!
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Puzzle Page by Megan P
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Puzzle Page by Megan P
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That’s all for this issue :(

P.S Mr Footring’s favorite song is 
Welcome to the Family Madrigal!

Answers:

What’s your dream job?

Mostly a’s: fashion designer

Mostly b’s: scientist

Mostly c’s: professional footballer

Mostly d’: pop star

Spot ellie answers:
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